Protect
Microsoft 365.

Using the cloud to protect your cloud.
You’ve moved your email and collaboration software to the
cloud, however you still need to protect it with backups. With so
many options, you’re probably struggling to decide on which to
trust.
With over a decade of award-winning data protection solutions,
iland’s proven platform and console can protect your Microsoft
365 data alongside your VMs.

The top 5 differentiators of iland
versus other M365 backup providers
1. A more complete solution – iland offers a single
console for managing M365 backups, VM backups,
disaster recovery, public and hosted private clouds,
and object storage
2. Backup scheduling – there is no one-size-fits-all
approach to data protection, so iland gives you

iland makes it simple, by relieving the burden of maintaining
backup infrastructure and storage. However, you still retain
control of when the backups will occur, with extensive options
for when and how to restore your data.
All your data is encrypted at every stage and maintained by a
team of Veeam experts unmatched in the cloud.

direct control of the time and frequency of your
M365 backups
3. Restore flexibility – with the ability to both restore
directly to M365 and download restored files, iland
provides more restoration options in the console
than most competitors.
4. Unmatched Veeam experience – no other Veeam
cloud service provider can claim the length or scale
of experience with Veeam.
5. Customer support – included at no extra cost,
benefit from a tier 2/3 support desk with a 94%
satisfaction rating, account management, and direct
access to our compliance team

Picking the right Microsoft 365 backup cloud for
your business.

What are your RPO/backup frequency
requirements?

How much do you want to manage your M365
backups and restores?

iland creates backups once per day, by default, but customers

iland takes care of all of the processing, storage infrastructure,

can define their own custom schedule based on specific days

and M365 connectivity, while providing visibility of all jobs to our

of the week or a periodic frequency. Additionally, on-demand

customers. The only thing customers need to do is execute restores

backups can be created at any time.

when needed.

How do you plan to recover from disasters
with wide-ranging impacts to your team?

What other data protection needs do you have?

Customers can restore from any point in time, can restore

Customers use a single platform for managing and storing M365

email and files to their original location, to a customer-defined

and VMware VM backups in the cloud, as well as robust disaster

restoration folder, to another user’s account, or directly

recovery automation in the cloud. Managed services and enhanced

download restored files, including as a PST file.

on-boarding services are available to further simplify your data
protection needs.

iland

DIY

Other Veeam CSPs

SaaS

Integrated Interface

M365 backup, BaaS, DRaaS,
IaaS, Object Storage

Product dependent

M365 backup, BaaS, DRaaS

Sometimes other SaaS
application backup

Alerting

Yes

Product dependent

Uncommon

Yes

Backups Per Day

Configurable
Default 1 per day

Configurable

Rarely configurable
Commonly 1 per day

Sometimes configurable
Commonly 1 per day

Configurable Retention

Yes

Yes

Uncommon

Yes

Restoration

Wide-range of options via
portal

Product dependent

Wide-range of options, some
only via Veeam Explorer

Limited

Protect business. Power innovation.
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